


CUSTOMIZED STITCHING
This wedding season, enjoy the colours of festivities with our ceremonial 

collection. Whether you are the groom, father of the bride, the best man or 
a guest, look effortlessly sharp for the joyous day with these timeless pieces. 

From exquisite range of sherwanis to embellished prince coats, these 
classic designs will be the perfect addition to your wedding wardrobe.

*Please note that you can opt for customized stitching of the fabric 
according to your choice (The same fabric can be used to make sherwani, 

prince coat, kurta or anything according to your requirements).



This traditional gold toned waist coat is crafted from embroidered 
raw silk and paired with a shimmery paper silk kurta. For every 
man looking to make a statement, this is the ultimate piece.

Zehnaseeb | READY TO STITCH



Minutely detailed, this rust sherwani is masterfully tailored to 
perfection. Crafted from raw silk, the fabric has a shimmery base 
and perfectly oozes extravagance and elegance. 

Shehnaayi | READY TO STITCH



With the perfect hues of plum and gold, this classic masterpiece is 
your ultimate go-to option for any event of the wedding. Crafted 
from paper raw silk, the fabric has a slub effect that outshines the 
appearance of the wearer.

Saanjh | READY TO STITCH



Exquisitely crafted, this navy shrug set is made from embroidered 
raw silk with detailing of a motif border. The inner kurta comes 
with a mock neck and side buttons, giving the entire outfit a touch 
of Avant-Garde.

Farhang | READY TO STITCH



This traditional black sherwani exudes a modern vibe. Crafted from 
hand embroidered raw silk, this masterpiece perfectly stands out 
to showcase subtlety and festivity.  

Saahil | READY TO STITCH



This class black sherwani is handcrafted from raw silk and comes 
with details of gold buttons. Whether you are the groom, the 
father of the couple or the best man, this masterpiece strikes the 
right balance between elegance and style.

Afsaana | READY TO STITCH



Minutely detailed with sequence work, this jet-black Sherwani is 
masterfully tailored to perfection. Crafted from raw silk, the fabric has 
a shimmery base and perfectly oozes extravagance and elegance. 

Mahraja | READY TO STITCH



The classic combination of black and gold on this velvet sherwani 
ticks off all the right boxes. The intricate detailing adds that extra 
star of elegance and sophistication.

Arzoo | READY TO STITCH



With the perfect shade of festivity, this yellow sherwani is crafted 
from embroidered raw silk. For every man looking to make a 
statement, the is the ultimate piece.

Rangoli | READY TO STITCH



This traditional gold sherwani exudes a modern vibe. Crafted from 
hand embroidered raw silk, this masterpiece perfectly stands out 
to showcase subtlety and festivity.  

Tehwaar | READY TO STITCH



This traditional gold sherwani exudes a modern vibe. Crafted from 
hand embroidered raw silk, this masterpiece perfectly stands out 
to showcase subtlety and festivity.  

Ana’qah | READY TO STITCH



This traditional gold sherwani exudes a modern vibe. Crafted from 
hand embroidered raw silk, this masterpiece perfectly stands out 
to showcase subtlety and festivity.  

Zamurd | READY TO STITCH



This traditional bottle green waistcoat is crafted from embroidered 
raw silk and paired with a paper silk kurta and pajama. For every 
man looking to make a statement, this is the ultimate piece.

Gulnaar | READY TO STITCH



With the perfect slate grey hues, this classic masterpiece is your 
ultimate go-to option for any event of the wedding. Crafted from 
raw silk, this piece can carry you from the simplest of the events to 
the extravagant occasions.

Paasbaan | READY TO STITCH



Minutely detailed with sequence work, this royal blue prince coat is 
masterfully tailored to perfection. Crafted from raw silk, the fabric 
perfectly oozes extravagance and elegance. 

Rangreza | READY TO STITCH



Minutely detailed with sequence work, this jet-black prince coat is 
masterfully tailored to perfection. Crafted from raw silk, the fabric 
perfectly oozes extravagance and elegance. 

Saltanat | READY TO STITCH



A classic combination for the wedding season – this cream and gold 
waistcoat is crafted from embroidered raw silk and comes with matching 
inners. The comfortable fabric boosts the silhouette and style of the outfit 
and makes it the ultimate option for any occasion. 

Raunaq | READY TO STITCH



Minutely detailed with sequence work, this white prince coat is 
masterfully tailored to perfection. Crafted from raw silk, the fabric 
has a shiny look and perfectly oozes extravagance and elegance. 

Roshnayi | READY TO STITCH



Exquisitely crafted, this classic red waist coat is made from 
embroidered raw silk with detailing of a motif border. With a 
contrasting of cream inner kurta, the entire outfit gives out a 
modern yet vintage look.

Ranjha | READY TO STITCH



This traditional black waistcoat is crafted from embroidered raw silk 
and paired with another embroidered raw silk kurta as inner. For 
every man looking to make a statement, the is the ultimate piece.

Sehra | READY TO STITCH



With the ultimate combination of black and gold, this two-piece 
set, crafted from raw silk, is the perfect wedding piece for those 
who like to keep it simple yet elegant.

Riwaaj | READY TO STITCH



With the ultimate combination of cream and gold, this two-piece 
set, crafted from raw silk, is the perfect wedding piece for those 
who like to keep it simple yet elegant.

Zaraft | READY TO STITCH



A new take on the traditional wedding outfits, this prince coat is 
handcrafted from raw silk with detailing of gold buttons. It is 
perfect for wedding receptions or pre-wedding events as the color 
is bound to stand out from the crowd.

Regal | READY TO STITCH



Make a statement in this classic tuxedo crafted from self-jacquard 
fabric, a sure way to smarten your formal look for the upcoming 
wedding season.

Virile | READY TO STITCH



Go for a royal look with this navy prince coat crafted from silk 
jamawar and intricate button detailing to add indefinable 
elegance and sophistication to your overall look.

Iris | READY TO STITCH



READY TO WEAR
Browse through these unlimited wedding ready to wear options 

from Ali Jaffery’s exquisite collection. From exclusive waist coats to 
vibrant sherwanis, this range will give you major outfit goals for the 

upcoming wedding season.



The traditional Sherwani with matching turbin and khussas, tailed 
to perfection. It is made from embroidered raw silk with detailed 
black bead work and exquisite neckline jewels that gives the entire 
outfire an added star of elegance and sophistication.

Afroze | READY TO WEAR



The ultimate outfit for any groom, this brown hued jamawar 
sherwani has intricate detailing on its sleeves, neck and pocket, 
with a contrasting turbin and khussas. The exquisite jewels on the 
front further amplify the beauty of the outfit.

Daryah | READY TO WEAR



This jamawar sherwani with the ultimate combination of gold and 
red is the ultimate option for any groom’s special day. With its 
intricated detailed design and classy jewels, this sherwani ticks off 
all the right boxes.

Rasam | READY TO WEAR



This navy sherwani with contrasting combination of red is crafted 
from raw silk and comes with a matching turbin and khussas. 
Whether its your main wedding day or a royal reception, this is the 
ultimate option.

Sajj | READY TO WEAR



The traditional Sherwani with matching turbin and khussas, tailed 
to perfection. It is made from embroidered raw silk with detailed 
black bead work and exquisite neckline jewels that gives the entire 
outfire an added star of elegance and sophistication.

Shaahi | READY TO WEAR



This outfit comprises of jamawaar kurta as inner and embroidered 
waist coat with gold button detailing. The ultimate combination of 
maroon and black is the ultimate option for any wedding occasion, 
big or small.

Arazai | READY TO WEAR



This jet-black embroidered prince coat is a complete 
statement-setter for all your big occasional days. Get your hands on 
this classic masterpiece and ace your wedding look.

Anjuman | READY TO WEAR



This fancy multi-toned prince coat is the perfect addition to your 
wedding wardrobe. Whether you are gearing up for the 
pre-wedding events or the actual wedding itself, this is the 
ultimate option to complete your festive look.

Nazneen | READY TO WEAR



With two festive colors of the season, maroon and gold, this prince 
coat ticks off all the right boxes. Its elegant, its stylish, its everything 
you need to glam up the festivities.

Nazakat | READY TO WEAR



With hues of emerald green and gold, this fancy prince coat is a 
must-have for this wedding season. Whether you are the groom, 
family or a close friend, this will be your ultimate choice.

Khuwaab | READY TO WEAR



Opt for effortless styling for any wedding occasion with this green 
embroidered ready to wear prince coat. Its stylish, its elegant, its 
everything you need to glam up the festivities.

Dholak | READY TO WEAR



This off white embroidered raw silk prince coat with gold button 
details will be your all time go to option for this wedding season. It 
strikes just the right balance between simplicity and elegance.

Safraan | READY TO WEAR



This black embroidered prince coat is a true statement piece for 
this wedding season. Whether you pair it with a white shalwar suit 
or black, you will ace the look anyway.

Ashna | READY TO WEAR



This rust and gold waist coat is crafted from jamawaar and is all set 
to give you the modern festive vibes. It can be paired with a black 
or white shalwar kameez set to give an overall elegant touch to 
your attire

Zar | READY TO WEAR



This multi colored waist coat is the ultimate addition for you 
wedding wardrobe and is all set to give you the modern festive 
vibes. It can be paired with a black or white shalwar kameez set to 
give an overall elegant touch to your attire.

Meraki | READY TO WEAR



For the upcoming wedding season, get your hands on this black 
fancy waist coat. It strikes the perfect balance between simplicity, 
elegance and sophistication.

Zaish | READY TO WEAR



For the upcoming wedding season, get your hands on this black 
embroidered waist coat. With intricate contrasting detailing, this 
masterpiece strikes the perfect balance between simplicity, 
elegance and sophistication.

Dhanak | READY TO WEAR



Glam up the festivities with this exquisite blue fancy waist coat. 
Pair it with up a festive shalwar kameez and you’re all ready to ace 
your wedding look for the season.

Khaas | READY TO WEAR



This black waist coat is the perfect addition to your wedding 
wardrobe. Whether you are gearing up for the pre-wedding events 
or the actual wedding itself, this is the ultimate option to complete 
your festive look.

Mushq | READY TO WEAR



This emeralg green waist coat is the perfect addition to your 
wedding wardrobe. Whether you are gearing up for the 
pre-wedding events or the actual wedding itself, this is the 
ultimate option to complete your festive look.

Raahi | READY TO WEAR



Our ceremonial collection is available on the following outlets

Z Block, Lahore  |  MM Alam, Lahore  |  Beverly Store, Islamabad
F6, Islamabad  |  Cannt, Multan  |  Faisalabad  |  Sialkot

www.uniworthshop.com/ceremonial-collection


